Affidavit
COMES NOW, the trustee for JEFFERY ALAN THOMASSON, PMA (hereinafter “affiant”), having
reached the age of majority, and is competent to state the facts herein, and

Respondent parties- T. Hill (hereinafter “respondent”), Sheila Schultz (hereinafter “respondent 1”),
and
On June 14th, 2020 at 4:50pm central time, affiant was driving a car leased to affiant and was
traveling on South Silver Street heading northbound in Paola, State of Kansas. Affiant had an
emergency situation wherein a tire was leaking air, and

On the day and location affiant was pulled over by respondent for stated reasons was because
affiant was speeding when in fact affiant was going below the speed limit because of the tire leaking
air, and
Respondent demanded a driver’s license and proof of insurance and then proceeded to go back to
respondent’s cruiser. Respondent came back to affiant’s automobile and told the affiant the
respondent does not recognize affiant’s international driver’s license, and

Respondent demanded the affiant call someone to drive the leased automobile home or be arrested,
and
The respondent is not a party to the lease contract directly, indirectly or through council, and

The affiant states and publishes that the affiant and the respondent have a completely different
political view of the world, and

The affiant does not have the political option to register affiant’s vehicle within a private property
registry within the State of Kansas. Private property use to be registered within private auto clubs
and given plates and therefore capitalism was upheld. If a State regulates any private property, the
State is a communist state, and
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Since the Declaration of Interdependence of 1976 and the National Drivers Register Act of 1982, all
privately owned motor vehicles are registered as public property and therefore all privately owned
motor vehicles registered as public property and licenses issued and accepted by the inhabitants
guarantees the Communist Party political acceptance within the U.S. state of Kansas, and
However, the inhabitants were never noticed of this political decision thereby the political decision
was deceitful and hidden under a legal process wherein honest services are never rendered, and
The affiant believes in God and is not an idol worshiper and therefore cannot approve nor choose
communism. Communism is an abomination unto God, and

The respondent is forcing communism upon all inhabitants within the State of Kansas and covering
that forced association under the cover of a legal and or administrative process, when in fact all
traffic tickets that fund the communist party is a political issue to be settled by the legislature, and
The respondent is a communist and the affiant is a capitalist and therefore any decision by a court
on this issue will result in a prejudice against either party and therefore cannot be settled by any
court of law, and
Affiant further sayeth naught

_________________________________________, Trustee
Witness 1:

Christopher Michael Doherty

Witness 2:

John Mark Adams
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